CAN BE USED WITH
12741XXX - Smart Cake 115 LED GE
12742XXX - Smart Cake 115 LED IP54 GE*
12743XXX - Smart Cake 115 diffuse LED IP54 GE*
12761XXX - Smart Kup 115 LED GE
12762XXX - Smart Kup 115 LED IP54 GE*
12763XXX - Smart Kup 115 diffuse LED IP54 GE*

*Use included O-ring to retain IP54 rating
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check dimmer & driver compatibility
always respect 1-10V signal
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needs programming or use to be touched (DALI)

install:
1) turn counterclockwise until click
2) turn shortly clockwise to secure into tube

uninstall:
turn counterclockwise and pull Smart out

DO NOT MODIFY DRIVER SETTINGS

1-10V DIMMER OR POTENTIOMETER
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VISUALIZATION WITH ‘SMART CAKE’
READ ‘CAN BE USED WITH SMART 115 FIX GE’
FIXTURE NOT INCLUDED

Install: 1) turn counterclockwise until click
2) turn shortly clockwise to secure into tube
Uninstall: turn counterclockwise and pull Smart out